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From the President’s Desk

You invite a friend for dinner at a restaurant. The bill comes to $70.85 before tax.  PST is now applied to 
the cost of restaurant meals.  How much is the tax? 

Is your fi rst inclination to grab a calculator or are you able to fi gure the tax mentally?  Many of us would 
likely reach for our phone to avoid taxing our brain, but is this a wise choice or have we become so 
dependent on technology that we wouldn’t dream of doing a simple calculation in our head?  

Much has been said about keeping our bodies healthy through proper diet, physical exercise, smoking 
cessation, etc., but what about our brain?  It’s part of our body too.  Is it not equally important that older 
adults and, indeed people of all ages, maintain healthy brains as well as healthy bodies? 

“Every 24 hours 10 more people will develop Alzheimer’s disease or a related dementia in Saskatche-
wan.”  (Saskatchewan Alzheimer’s Society)  Physical exercise and healthy diets, geared toward keeping 
physically fi t, also help one to keep mentally fi t.   Additionally, mental stimulation provided by games, 
puzzles, anything that challenges the mind, helps to keep one mentally alert.  Social interaction and 
involvement prevent isolation as well as keeping one mentally sharp.  There are also many programs 
geared toward older adults’ mental fi tness which are low cost or free.   Research says that even some-
thing like getting the right amount of sleep prevents the brain from deteriorating.  The latest Alzheimer’s 
research has a clear theme: change your lifestyle to protect your brain.  (Associated Press, July 25, 
2015) 

Unfortunately, along with the positives, come those things which purport to be a panacea for all ailments.  
Such advertizing is everywhere.  Some of these so-called “helps to healthy living” are actually of little 
or no value.  The old saying, “If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is” applies here, so beware of 
scams and fraud! 

Many older adults have given much time, talent and treasure to others.  Now it is time to look after our 
body and our brain. 

Robert Wuschenny
SSM President
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  SSM Member Organizations  are as follows:

Canada Post Heritage Club—Golden Sheaf Chapter
Fédération des aînés fransaskois
Lifelong Learning Centre
Moose Jaw & District Seniors Association
National Association of Federal Retirees
Power Pioneers Association of Saskatchewan Inc.
Regina Senior Citizens Centre Inc.
Saskatchewan Union Retirees Federation
Saskatchewan Retirees Association
Saskatchewan Seniors Association Inc.
Saskatchewan Senior Fitness Association
Saskatoon Council on Aging
SaskTel Pioneers Chapter 59
Senior Power
Superannuated Teachers of Saskatchewan
Women of the Dawn

Supporters of SSM:
Association of Personal Care Home Operators in SK
Eden Care Communities, Regina
Prince Albert Seniors Advocacy Centre
Saskatchewan Association of Nurse Practitioners
Saskatchewan Association of Rural Municipalities
Saskatchewan Registered Nurses Association

Partner:
Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association
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Fall 2017

Published by 
Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism
                                Seniors Working Together

Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism is an umbrella 
organization that brings together groups of older 
adults who offer their wealth of experience, knowl-
edge and time to work together in the interest of 
seniors in Saskatchewan.  From a wide range 
of backgrounds, these groups work selfl essly to 
better the life of older adults, whether advocating 
about issues of interest to seniors, providing 
specifi c types of programming, or sharing 
information to benefi t seniors in our province. 
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111-2001 Cornwall Street, Regina, SK S4P 3X9 

Donations to SSM to support our 
seniors’ programs are gratefully 
accepted.  Charitable receipts will be 
issued for gifts of $15.00 or more.

SENIORS INFO-LINE 
1-888-823-2211

SSM Offi  ce - 306-359-9956
www.skseniorsmechanism.ca

All editorial matter published in Gray Matters represents the opinions of the 
authors and not necessarily those of SSM.  Statements and opinions expressed do not 
represent the offi  cial policy of SSM unless so stated. 
 
Look for Gray Matters to be available quarterly:  January, April, July, October.   
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future activities and programs associated with member organizations are also invited.  
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The fastest growing segment of our 
population are those people over 65 (and 
especially those over 85). This wave is 
spreading across our planet like a ‘silver 
tsunami’.

As we age, certain body functions slow 
down. Some changes are inevitable for 
most of us, such as grey hair, and less of 
it. Our lungs lose capacity and even our 
brains lose volume.

As our body fi tness declines, must our 
brain fi tness as well? There is no doubt 
that most of us over age 65 have more 
trouble with memory than we used to. 
That’s especially true for short-term 
memory. “Where did I leave my keys?” is 
the common cry among us.

But the more important question is “Do 
I know what to do with my keys once I 
fi nd them?” These questions point out 
the difference between normal aging and 
diseases such as dementia. That critical 
difference is reassuring to most of us.

Normal aging is not a 
disease.

If you allow your body to remain seden-
tary over the years, you will become less 
independent. You will also be at higher 
risk for chronic diseases like hyperten-
sion, diabetes, and heart disease. 
Similarly, the unchallenged mind will 
slowly lose neural connections. It will 
display symptoms of confusion, memory 
loss, and less ability to quickly process 

complex information.

Too many older adults simply give up. 
They believe the saying, “You can’t 
teach an old dog new tricks.” That is 
absolutely wrong! You will be pleased 
to know that we have over 100 billion 
brain cells at maturity and 100 trillion 
connections between them. Yes, we can 
afford to lose a few as we get older.

Unfortunately, about 5% of older people 
develop Alzheimer’s Disease or other 
forms of dementia. These diseases 
interfere with messages travelling 
through the brain. This “disease state” 
speeds up the loss of brain function in 
the same way that hypertension, 
diabetes and heart disease can speed up 
the loss of body function.

The body and brain are interconnected, 
so chronic diseases in the body can also 
impair mental function.

Can we slow down or reverse some of 
the normal cognitive decline with aging?

Yes, we can! Strong evidence has 
shown that the brain can “re-wire” 
itself. This capacity of the brain to 
change in response to stimulation is 
called neuroplasticity.

Neuroplasticity comes into play when 
you must pay close attention and focus 
on learning a new task. Learning a new 
computer skill or another language are 
examples of this.

BRAIN FITNESS: 
AS IMPORTANT AS BODY FITNESS

Where did 
I leave my 

keys?” is the 
common cry 
among us.

But the more 
important 

question is 
“Do I know 
what to do 

with my keys 
once I fi nd 

them?”

Can we 
slow down 

or 
reverse 
some of 

the normal 
cognitive 

decline with 
aging?
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 CONSTITUENCY OFFICE                   Phone:306.782.3309 
43 Betts Avenue                         Toll Free: 1.800.667.6606 
Yorkton, SK  S3N 1M1                              Fax: 306-786-7207 
cathay.wagantall.c1@parl.gc.ca                                  www.cathaywagantall.ca 

 Member of Parliament for Yorkton-Melville Mem

The Canadian Red Cross would like to be part of 
your existing (or new!) Book Club. A Canadian 
Red Cross Representative will happily provide 
your choice of:

The experiences outlined by the women in these 
books are both fascinating and courageous. They 
are highly entertaining and enjoyable books and 
have been enjoyed by countless other readers. 

For more information: 
Robbie Gamble,Charitable Gift Planning Manager
(306) 692-9779 or robbie.gamble@redcross.ca

BOOK CLUB
Many companies promote games like Sudoku 
and crossword puzzles with claims of enhanc-
ing brain fi tness. How can we assess these 
claims realistically? It does appear that practice 
can increase a person’s skills in each of these 
games. But there is no convincing evidence that 
the gains in one game will transfer to the brain 
as a whole. It is like exercising one arm only and 
ignoring the muscles in the rest of your body.

What is good for the body is 
also good for the brain — and 
vice-versa.

Most experts agree that light to moderate 
physical activity is one of the best protectors 
against the loss of both body and brain function. 
In fact, the ideal recipe for enhanced brain 
function may be the combination of physical 
activity, intellectual stimulation, and social
interaction, all at the same time. Keep in mind 
that a heart-healthy diet is also a brain-healthy 
diet and may help to preserve memory and 
thinking skills.

Here is an example of an activity that contributes
to both body and brain fi tness:

• You and a friend go for regular brisk 
walks together. Along the way, you play 
funny little games that stretch the mind, 
like “How many four-legged animals can 
you name?”, or “If you were a tree, what 
kind of tree would you be?”

By combining physical, intellectual, and social 
activity with good diet, you are building a 
‘cognitive reserve’ – kind of like an RRSP for 
the brain. This may well delay the onset of the 
normal symptoms of aging. 

M.T. Sharratt, PhD
Executive Director, Schlegel-University of

Waterloo Research Institute for Aging
Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Applied

Health Sciences, University of Waterloo

reprinted from:  http://www.silvertimes.ca/assets_pdf/Men-
tal-Health-Brain-Fitness.pdf

y p
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There are many good reasons for volunteering, whether you want to give back to your 
community, aspire to develop a new skill or want to expand your social network. But have 
you considered the health benefi ts of volunteering? Keeping your brain in shape is another 
important reason for volunteering, and a healthy brain is vital for healthy aging.

Volunteering not only engages your mind and body, but it can actually help you age well 
and reduce the risk of age-related diseases such as dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

Healthy reasons to volunteer
Improve your physical and mental well-being 
• Meeting new people and engaging in new activities can boost endorphins, those “feel-

good” brain cells that keep your heart pumping, your mind sharp, and your immune 
system working. They also help lower stress.

Build self-esteem and confi dence
• The satisfaction of knowing you've made a positive difference in someone's life increas-

es your own self-worth and confi dence. If you're experiencing diffi cult times, volunteer-
ing has the extra advantage of giving you a sense of purpose.

Expand your network of social support
• Connecting with new people in different settings helps open your mind to new perspec-

tives, widens your social network and reduces depression and isolation.

Live longer and healthier
• Staying engaged and curious about your world helps keep you young at heart and 

feeling vibrant. The bottom line is that life-long learning is key for improving quality of life 
and for healthy aging.

Volunteering is easy! Consider your own interests and skills, then think of who might 
benefi t. It could be as easy as tutoring young people in a subject you enjoy, lending a hand 
at your community theatre, or joining a board at a local group or charity.

Whatever you do, start early. The sooner you start volunteering, the greater the benefi ts 
you'll reap later on in life.

source: Courtesy of Alzheimer Society of Ontario 
http://www.alzheimer.ca/en/york/About-dementia/Brain-health/Volunteering-tips

Do your brain a favour
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 EspritLifestyle.com

It’s exactly the trade you may want to make at this point in your life 
Downsizing your possessions and rightsizing your lifestyle can be 
exhilarating. A cozy studio, one- or two-bedroom suite with less stuff to 
maintain... an unencumbered lifestyle of services, friends & family, and 
lots to do. All while enjoying the peace-of-mind that comes with knowing 
support is there when and if you need it.

Right size your lifestyle! Call today or visit EspritLifestyle.com to 
arrange your personal visit and join us for lunch.

Less Stuff, More Life

Make Yourself at Home

Independent Living | Assisted Living | Memory Care

Is memory care impacting your loved one? 

Talk to us.  We offer sensitive & engaging 

memory care at each Esprit community. 

We understand and we can help.

Stonebridge Crossing
102 Wellman Cres, Saskatoon
306-974-7990

West Park Crossing
1801 Meier Dr, Moose Jaw
306-694-4744
Yorkton Crossing
348 Morrison Dr, Yorkton
306-782-0005

Riverbend Crossing 
Memory Care Community
2235 Heseltine Rd, Regina
306-347-7773
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CAA Membership is Rewarding! 
Life after retirement can sometimes be just as 
busy as before. Make the best of your senior years – travel, visit family and 
friends, take a class, learn a new hobby - do what you want and when you 
want to do it and remember CAA has got your back! CAA’s Roadside 
Assistance is one of the many benefits of your CAA membership. There’s also 
automotive, travel, plus home and auto insurance services to help keep you safe and secure. 
caask.ca/membership 

By presenting your CAA membership card at participating CAA Rewards® partners you’ll enjoy savings on 
accommodations, dining, eyewear, hearing aids, car care, and merchandise. CAA Members can also enter the 
CAA Member Experiences® contests to win some fabulous prizes. caask.ca/rewards 

This year, CAA Saskatchewan is celebrating 100 years of dedicated service to Members and clients across the 
province. There are monthly CAA Store parties with prize draws, and all CAA Members are automatically 
entered to win the $100,000 Member Prize. The winner will receive $50,000 CAA Dollars® and $50,000 will be 
donated to a Saskatchewan-based community cause of the winner’s choosing; leaving a legacy for the future. 
caask.ca/100 

CAA Saskatchewan is also a dedicated advocate for Members and the travelling public, managing and 
supporting programs directed at pedestrian, traffic and infrastructure safety, consumer products and the 
environment. CAA focuses awareness on public concerns such as texting and driving, distracted driving, 
impaired driving, gas prices, road safety, school zone safety, vehicle/bike safety, and provides information and 
safety tips for teen and senior drivers. caask.ca/road-safety, caask.ca/carfit, caa.ca/seniors 

The Spring 2017 Saskatchewan Provincial Budget 
resulted in cuts to funding for chaplaincy programs 
in acute care and long-term care facilities through-
out the province.  The provincial government is no 
longer providing any funding for these services.  A 
number of faith communities will still provide some 
services, but with the lack of funding the provin-
cially funded chaplaincy staff positions no longer 
exist.  According to the Canadian Association for 
Pastoral Care, this makes Saskatchewan the only 
province not funding spiritual care in health region 
facilities.  

This action is resulting in a serious deterioration of 
the ability to provide for the spiritual aspects of the 
health of people in these facilities.  Along with the 
reduction in staffi ng, there is a loss of space for 
use by those chaplains that are provided by faith 

communities.  Also, in the hospitals, there is no 
longer anyone to put together the lists of people 
of different faiths so that chaplains and volunteers 
can know who might need a visit.  This will 
effectively mean that the many volunteers who 
have been a vital part of this work will no longer 
be able to be involved.

Many people in hospitals and long-term care are 
from rural communities and already experiencing 
a sense of isolation by being temporarily or 
permanently removed from their home community, 
including from people who would usually provide 
support and spiritual care.  When people are in 
hospital, they are in a time of crisis and may be 
particularly in need of spiritual care.  Helping 
people heal involves attending to the needs of 
the whole person – physical, mental and spiritual.  

Chaplaincy in Acute Care and Long-term Care Facilities 
Provincial Budget Cut

continued on page 21
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The Dead Sea of Canada
Therapeutic Mineral Waters
Hotel/Convention Center

Massage/Esthetic Services
Lounge and Two Restaurants

www.manitousprings.ca
Manitou Beach, Saskatchewan

CALL US TOLL FREE

1-800-667-7672
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DO YOU 
AGREE?
-John Knight

A couple of years ago I read an article that 
stated that in order to duplicate the human brain 
and the computing power of our brain, we would 
have to build a computer the size of Texas. The 
fact probably still remains true. Today the ques-
tion we need to ask ourselves is this: Do we use 
this incredible power or do we take it for granted?  

What do we do to build this wonderful gift that 
we have?  Our brain is like anything else in our 
bodies.  It is a muscle and a muscle needs to be 
exercised.  But today we have smartphones, we 
tend to rely more on them than we do our nat-
ural computer (the brain).  We use them to fi nd 
everything we want to know about anything.  We 
no longer have to store memory.  We use them to 
communicate, to socialize, to select our foods, to 
shop with.  We no longer use our brain to think or 
control memory.  We have it all in our cell phones 
which are not the size of Texas.  Those of us that 
are older were taught in school to exercise our 
brains!  We can all do simple math in our heads. 
Using our brain, we memorize and exercise our 
brains in several different ways.  The youth do 
not have to, they have smartphones and 
computers. 

Your mind is the heart and spirit of your life.  It 
is the one thing that can never be taken away 
from you and the one thing that you can never 
give away.  It is always yours, under your control. 
Build it and you build for the future.  Let it 
stagnate and you live in the past. 

continued on page 11
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Arts & Entertainment
Chester A. Beddome Saskatoon
Donna M. Rumpel (Award Recipient) Earl Grey
Centenarian
Kenneth Duffi  eld (Award Recipient) Raymore
Community Leadership (Rural)
Larry Bailey Earl Grey
Irvin Buff alo (Award Recipient) Day Star First Nation
Carol Draper Buena Vista
Darlene Ferguson Spiritwood
Finnette Laird Meadow Lake
Mary Nieth Quill Lake
Carol Schultz Strasbourg
Community Leadership (Urban)
Charles Keple (Award Recipient) Regina
Doug Leask Regina
Contribution to a First Nations or 
Métis Community
Carl & Cathy Crane (Award Recipient) Prince Albert
Education
Patricia Suchorab (Award Recipient) Prince Albert
Heritage & Culture
Stuart Bitternose (Award Recipient) George Gordon First Nation
Ken Fader Regina
Fitness
Lester Cook (Award Recipient) Regina
Intergenerational
Eden Care Communities Regina
Orange Tree Living Regina
Bill Strongarm (Award Recipient) Kawakatoose First Nation
Lifetime Achievement
Shirley Wolfe-Keller (Award Recipient) Fishing Lake First Nation
Team Work
Bulyea District Lions Club 
(Award Recipient)

Bulyea

Senior Friendly Business
Suds Full Service Carwash 
(Award Recipient)

Regina
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On October 1st, 2017,  Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism hosted 
the 8th successful Celebrating Seniors Volunteer Awards at the 
Conexus Arts Centre in Regina.   

The following people were nominated and/or were award recipients:

continued on page 11
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ORAL HEALTH CARE FOR ALL 

 

 

The College of Dentistry Student Dental Clinic at the  

 

 

Treatment of  Fillings, Crowns, Root Canals, Dentures (all ages)

 and Pediatric Orthodontics (5-11yrs) by Dental Students   

At Reduced Costs
To schedule a free initial screening appointment or if you have questions,

please call the Student Dental Clinic at 306-966-5056   

Student Dental Clinic | College of Dentistry 
105 Wiggins Road | Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7N 5E4   
T: 306-966-5056 | www.usask.ca/dentistry

Just as the human body can be 
strengthened and toned through 
body building exercises, so too 
can the mind be strengthened 
and sharpened through exercis-
ing your mind and building your 
ability to think.  So give your smart 
phones a rest and strengthen your 
brain and its enormous power. 

continued from page 9, Do You Agree?

          PRAIRIE SKIES RETIRE EMENT VILLAS   

Cindy Brabant   
Manager 

Moose Jaw, SK 

Affordable living 

  
  

                                   306 - 630 0- 8276     

Oxford Place e
 Main St N M1007 N

Crescent Park  k
Retirement Villa  

 Athabasca St E A134 

Capilano  pp
Court rt

1236 3rd Ave  6 3rd Ave    

306-790-4747 | ErinWeir.com

Your MP for
Regina–Lewvan

These outstanding senior 
volunteers were honoured 
throughout the evening for 
their outstanding volunteer 
contributions.  Thank you to 
guest speaker, Heather 
Bishop, for her encouraging 
words.  Also a big thank you to 
our sponsors!

Platinum: CAA Saskatchewan

Gold: All Seniors Care Living 
Centres, SaskTel Pioneers 
Chapter 59

Silver: SK Ministry of Health

Bronze: Access Communica-
tions, Affi nity Credit Union, 
Barker’s Trophies Ltd

Friend: GMS, Philips Lifeline, 
The Flower Hut, SK Union 
Retirees Federation

Watch for the January issue of Gray 
Matters for more details.

continued from page 10, Celebrating Seniors
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It’s that time of year when we start to head into colder weather. Along with cooling temperatures, we can 
expect infl uenza, or the fl u, to start circulating and it is important to take early precautions. 

I recommend all seniors arm themselves against the fl u – and encourage your family and friends to do 
the same.

The fl u can cause serious illness, complications, hospitalization, and even death.  

Last year during the fl u season, there were almost 2,000 confi rmed cases in Saskatchewan. Our long 
term care homes were impacted with 70 fl u outbreaks. Four people died due to infl uenza, and 21 people 
were admitted to the Intensive Care Unit. 

Seniors, young children, pregnant women, and people with chronic health conditions are the most at risk.  
Getting a fl u shot is the most effective way to protect yourself and those around you against the fl u. Flu 
shots are offered free of charge in Saskatchewan to those six months and older. 

Getting your free fl u shot is easy. People can get vaccinated at public health clinics, some physician and 
Nurse Practitioner offi ces, and at participating pharmacies.

This year, fl u vaccinations will begin October 23rd in our province.  

Don’t wait. Protect yourself and those close to you.

For detailed information about fl u clinic locations, dates and times:
• Check your health region website;
• Call your local public health offi ce; or
• Call HealthLine 811.

For more information on infl uenza immunization in Saskatchewan visit saskatchewan.ca/fl u

Dr. Saqib Shahab
Saskatchewan Chief Medical Health Offi cer
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    Senior Real Estate Specialist 
          (SRES®)

MERIEL GORDON
(306) 537-0809

mgordon@reginaproperties.net
www.mgordon.net

RE/MAX Crown Real Estate

Many seniors have not moved for a long  me 
and the thought of selling and moving can be stressful.  

O  en 
family members are also involved in the decision-making 

process.  I have experienced this myself which is why I 
chose to obtain my Seniors Real Estate specialist 

Designa  on®.  Seniors have di  erent concerns and 
di  erent ques  ons and I strive to provide informa  on, 
support and guidance to help make the process easier. 

I also o  er a Special Seniors Marke  ng Plan and Promo  on.  
For more informa  on please do not hesitate to contact me.

“I can wholeheartedly recommend using 
Meriel Gordon if you are wishing to sell a 
home for a senior who is downsizing to move 
into a seniors residence.

Meriel provided this service to my Mom, in 
July of 2016.  Meriel gave wonderful advice 
for ac  ons to take to get the house ready, and 
for service providers to assist.  The people she 
recommended were excellent and worked very 
well with a senior in their 80’s.

The house sold to the  rst serious buyers, 
within a week, and well within the price range 
Meriel recommended.  The sale went smoothly, 
easily, and made my Mom very happy in her 
move.

By all means, give Meriel a call!  You won’t be 
disappointed.”

Ginny N.

FLU  ALERT

are looking for great Saskatchewan hosts.

Protect yourself!
Get a flu shot* from 

your pharmacist.
wedopharmore.ca* Starting October 23rd, 2017
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CAN LONELINESS AFFECT 
Reprinted in part from:  https://womensbrainhealth.org/better-thinking/can-loneliness-affect-yo

No matter at what age, we 
have all experienced a sense 
of isolation and the sinking 
feeling of loneliness – wheth-
er you were not invited to go 
out with work colleagues for 
drinks, or you were not includ-
ed in a group game of bridge 
or mah-jong, or you spent a 
holiday alone with no one to 
celebrate with.

While we know that loneliness 
and social isolation can 
deprive us of happiness, 
several studies have shown 
that experiencing loneliness 
can also negatively impact our 
brain health.

Living alone, suffering from 
isolation, or even living with 
others but feeling like you do 
not have someone to talk to 
can lead to depression, which 
can have serious implications 
for both your physical and 
mental well-being. In fact, an 
Amsterdam-based study of 
the elderly, reported in the 
Journal of Neurology, Neuro-
surgery & Psychiatry in 2013, 
found that

“LONELINESS INCREASES 
THE RISK OF DEMENTIA 
IN OLDER ADULTS BY AS 
MUCH AS 64 PERCENT”.

“Research conducted over 
three years on more than 
2,000 seniors living outside 
of a long-term care setting 
determined that loneliness 
was a signifi cant factor when 

predicting an individual’s odds 
of developing dementia. Even 
after adjusting the fi ndings 
for other factors such as age, 
initial cognitive functioning 
and socioeconomic status, the 
researchers found that lonely 
seniors were more likely to 
develop dementia than those 
who did not have these 
feelings.” 
 
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

OF SOCIAL ISOLATION AND 
LONELINESS

As we get older, our social 
options often get smaller, yet 
our pattern of dependency 
increases. For example, an 
older neighbour who is home-
bound (particularly during the 
wintertime) may lack interac-
tions with others who could 
help oversee his or her daily 
routine and raise any neces-
sary fl ags (such as ensuring 
that he or she is properly 
taking his or her medications). 
This is becoming a growing 
concern since some of the 
contributing factors of social 
isolation are the result of to-
day’s rising trend of changing 
neighbourhoods – very differ-
ent from the days when every-
one knew their neighbours, 
church members, and even 
the mail carrier and together 
they would notice activity (or 
lack thereof) of people on their 
streets.

On the other hand, there 
are individuals who become 

HOW DO YOU KNOW IF 
YOU ARE AT RISK?  

An Assessment tool that helps measure 
an individuals social support network 

called the Lubben Social Network 
Scale is available on the website.
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YOUR COGNITIVE HEALTH?
our-cognitive-health  - Please visit Women’s Brain Health Initiative’s website for complete article.

fi ercely independent as they 
age, and do not like asking 
others for help or revealing 
their weaknesses for needing 
support, thereby pushing them-
selves into isolation and gener-
ating feelings of loneliness.

Declines in mobility and physical 
limitations can also contribute to 
social isolation and loneliness.

BEING LONELY MAY BE 
CAUSING MEMORY 

PROBLEMS BUT MEMORY 
PROBLEMS DON’T 

NECESSARILY CAUSE 
LONELINESS.

PREVENTING LONELINESS 
AND ISOLATION

There are a number of ways to 
avoid isolation and help support 
those individuals that you think 
may be at risk:
 
Focus on Feelings: 
Surprisingly, living with other 
people does not prevent lone-
liness. In fact, the aforemen-
tioned Amsterdam-based study 
revealed that “older adults who 
reported feeling lonely were 
250 percent more likely to have 
developed dementia over the 
course of the study than their 
non-lonely peers, no matter their 
living conditions. These results 
suggest that feelings of loneli-
ness independently contribute 
to the risk of dementia in later 
life.  Interestingly, the fact that 
‘feeling lonely’ rather than ‘be-
ing alone’ was associated with 

dementia onset suggests that it 
is not the objective situation, but, 
rather, the perceived absence of 
social attachments that increas-
es the risk of cognitive decline.”

Take Up a Hobby: 
Keeping yourself busy and 
engaging in brain-stimulating 
activities such as painting, 
gardening or cooking can be 
incredibly benefi cial, particularly 
if such activities are shared with 
another person. Enjoying more 
time outdoors for walks can also 
help break up the monotony of a 
quiet day or routine (not to men-
tion the fresh air is great for your 
health and mind and can vastly 
improve your emotional state). 
Individuals can also consider 
owning a pet to encourage com-
panionship, conversation and 
comfort. Pet options can vary in 
responsibility from a dog or a cat 
to even a bird or fi sh.

Some Ways to Help Reconnect: 
If you are concerned that some-
one you know is suffering from 
isolation, there are a number of 
ideas and resources available:
• Check with the local senior 

center. For individuals 
already living in senior living 
communities, participation in 
activities should be 
encouraged.

• Register for drop-in services 
such as “Meals on Wheels”.

• Participate in local mall 
walking clubs.

• Engage in social media. 
Many senior centers today 
have initiatives to help 

individuals understand the 
benefi ts of technology and 
teach the joys and simplicity 
of connecting with relatives 
(most often grandchildren 
and great grandchildren) 
through Facetime, Face-
book, Instagram, and tex-
ting. This basic social media 
training keeps individuals 
connected to their family 
and friends. Note, however, 
that it is critical to achieve 
the right balance of social 
media engagement because 
technology can also lead to 
social isolation (particular-
ly amongst teenagers and 
younger adults – just ask 
their parents!).

• Encourage volunteer oppor-
tunities. Join a club or take 
a class to connect with other 
like-minded individuals.

• Make plans. Run errands 
with a friend, cook a recipe 
together, take time to fi t 
social events into your 
schedule.

WORKING ON EXPANDING 
YOUR SOCIAL NETWORKS 
WILL CONTRIBUTE TO IN-
CREASED ACTIVITY, MENTAL 
STIMULATION, AND IMPROVE 
OVERALL BRAIN HEALTH,

and making those additional 
efforts when you are younger 
will be benefi cial in later years.

FOR MORE, PLEASE VISIT 
WOMENSBRAINHEALTH.ORG
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Very few people know that there are 10 evidence 
based warning signs for dementia. Most people are 
unaware that the warning signs extend beyond 
memory loss.

Our ABC’s of Dementia Warning Signs Campaign 
is designed to help change that reality by providing 
simple, but powerful messaging that educates and 
empowers people while off ering avenues of action if 
they recognize these signs in themselves or others.

Th e campaign frames the 10 warning signs of 
dementia as changes in a person’s abilities, behaviour 
or communication - the ABC’s of Dementia.

Th e campaign centres on a call to action to learn the 
ABC’s of Dementia, to empower yourself with an 
early diagnosis and to act by talking to your doctor 
and contacting the Alzheimer Society.

We believe that by providing individuals and families 
with key information and support, the Alzheimer 
Society empowers people to live well with dementia.

Learn the warning signs

Th e ABC’s of Dementia
Th ere are 10 evidence-based changes that have been 
identifi ed  as warning signs for dementia. It’s about 
more than memory loss. Th e warning signs involve a 
change in an individual’s abilities, behaviours or how 
they communicate. Diff erent dementias have diff erent  
warning signs.

Abilities
Th e loss of ability to perform basic tasks or a sudden 
struggle to complete an action that was once routine 
is a signifi cant warning sign.

Occasionally a person may be preoccupied or 
distracted and miss a step, or misplace an item. 
However, if the order of a task suddenly becomes 
confusing, or if functional ability is compromised, it 
may be an indication of dementia.

Th e warning signs:
• Changes in day-to-day abilities
• Diffi  culty performing  familiar tasks
• Disorientation of time and space
• Misplacing things

By 2020 there will be 20,000 people living with 
dementia in Saskatchewan.

What we know is that 
Alzheimer’s disease and 

related dementias are one of 
the most critical health care 

and community issues 
confronting our province.
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Building Together

DANIELLE
CHARTIER
MLA Saskatoon Riversdale 

Critic for healthcare 
and seniors issues. 

     saskatoonriversdale@ndpcaucus.sk.ca         306.244.5167

Having problems with a provincial, municipal or health 
service in Saskatchewan? Maybe we can help.

If you have tried to resolve the issue, but think the result is unfair, 
contact us. We may be able to help resolve the problem informally  
or investigate and make recommendations when appropriate.  
We are independent and impartial, and our services are free.

www.ombudsman.sk.ca
1-800-667-9787

fair  
government 

services

Behaviours
Preferences and interests can shift  with age, but 
major changes in core personality traits are cause to 
talk to a doctor.

Sudden and unexplainable decreases in initiative or 
interest can impact relationships and may 
increase a risk of isolation. Other times problems 
with judgment or decision making may lead to a 
dangerous situation if not properly addressed.

Th e warning signs:
• Impaired judgement
• Changes in mood and behaviour
• Changes in personality
• Loss of initiative

Communication
Unusual changes in vocabulary and language are 
important signs to discuss with a doctor. Some 
forms of dementia may aff ect the area of the brain 
in charge of language before memory is even 
involved.

Th ese changes may aff ect both written and spoken 
language and may become apparent when incorrect 
words are substituted  in place of others, common 
words are diffi  cult to understand, or sentences seem 
hard to follow.

Th e warning signs:
• Problems with language
• Problems with abstract thinking

Learn more at www.ABCDementia.ca

Th e Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan is part of the Reducing 
Isolation of Seniors Collective (RISC) which is seeking to have a 
collective impact on reducing isolation of older adults in 
Saskatchewan.  Other groups involved in RISC include Red Cross, 
Saskatchewan Population Health and Evaluation Research Unit, 
Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism, Lifelong Learning Centre and 
Fédération des aînés fransaskois. 

Funded by the Government of Canada’s 
New Horizons for Seniors Program
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One of the questions that individuals and communities often fi nd themselves trying to answer is how to 
assist in providing transportation for people who may need help to get to medical appointments or 
activities.  Currently in Saskatchewan there are a number of restrictions regarding providing such 

services.  What it boils down to is that it is okay to provide transportation to 
someone on a ‘rideshare’ basis i.e. a private arrangement where both parties 
are going to the same destination.  It is okay to share the costs associated 
with the travel e.g. contributing to the cost of gas.  

Anything other than a rideshare arrangement that involves compensation 
becomes a ‘for-hire’ passenger service and requires appropriate licensing 
and insurance.  It must follow both the provincial laws and any additional 
municipal bylaws.

The following overview is provided by Curtis Mead, Director, Vehicle Registration Policy & Permit 
Services at Saskatchewan Government Insurance.  

Transporting Passengers for Compensation

Vehicles registered in Class LV (light vehicle) 
cannot be used to transport passengers for 
compensation.  The defi nition of compensation 
includes any payment made to the owner of the 
vehicle for transporting passengers, even if the 
payment was not for profi t.  Vehicles used to 
transport passengers for compensation need to be 
registered in a commercial vehicle classifi cation. 

• Providing a for-hire passenger service of 
any type requires a commercial vehicle 
registration and insurance under Class PT 
or PB, a commercial driver’s licence, and 
$1,000,000 in third party liability insurance.

• Depending on the municipality, providing 
passenger service may be further regulated 
under municipal bylaw.

• Rideshare arrangements are legal in 
Saskatchewan but the car pool allowance 
is restricted to private agreements where 
the participants have a common destination 
(i.e. school, work, business).

• Operating a for-hire passenger service on 
an improper plate class is a violation of 
statutory conditions of insurance under the 
Automobile Accident Insurance Act (AAIA) 
and coverage could be denied. The 
operator would also be subject to fi nes for 

operating an out-of-class vehicle and 
improper driver’s licence.

Class PT Taxi 

• Allows for the transportation of passengers 
for compensation.  

• The holder of a Class PT Plate must have 
$1,000,000 in third party liability insurance.

• At minimum, a Class 4 driver’s licence is 
required to transport passengers, which 
includes the requirement for a medical.

• If operating a taxi, the holder of a Class 4 
driver’s licence is required to provide a 
certifi cate of approval from the police 
department or enforcement agency in their 
community.  The form most often provided is 
a Criminal Record Check.

• Pre-booked or scheduled fares are 
restricted to pick up passengers within 25 
km of the city where the vehicle is 
registered.

• *A certifi cate of approval, issued by the 
municipality, is required before obtaining a 
Class PT licence plate in Regina, Saska-
toon, and Prince Albert.
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TRANSITIONS 
ESTATE SERVICES 

 
 

easing you through life’s changes 
Having to dispose of a loved one’s estate can be 
emotionally stressful and time-consuming.  
Transitions is here to help you liquidate the estate 
quickly and efficiently, while respecting your needs 
in a compassionate manner. 

Moving from a house into an apartment or 
condo?  Moving your elderly loved ones into a sen-
ior’s complex or care facility? Transitions provides
a downsizing service for those who don’t have the 
time, manpower or ability to manage such a project 
themselves. 

Living in constant clutter is stressful and non-
productive. Transitions will sort your belongings, 
remove the garbage, clean items to be sold and or-
ganized and sort those items which must be kept.  

306-535-3990:
www.transitionsestateservices.com

Need
logo

f

• In communities other than Regina, 
Saskatoon, and Prince Albert, there is no 
requirement for a certifi cate of approval 
from the municipality.
*The Cities of Regina, Saskatoon, and Prince Albert, limit 
the number of taxis through municipal bylaws and municipal 
licensing.

Class PB Vehicles

• An Operating Authority Certifi cate, issued 
through The Highway Traffi c Board, must 
be in place before a Class PB plate can 
be issued.  This certifi cate specifi es the 
type of transportation service the 
certifi cate holder is allowed to provide.

• Certifi cates issued for passenger ser-
vice with smaller vehicles are restricted 
to be pre-booked trips only, and prohibit 
the use of taxi meters or operation that 
would be similar to a taxi service.

• The certifi cate holder/registered owner of 
the vehicle must have $1,000,000 in third 
party liability insurance.

• Operator is required to hold at least a 
Class 4 driver’s licence, which includes a 
medical requirement.

• Municipal approval of the driver is not 
required.

Anything other than a 
rideshare arrangement 
that involves 
compensation 
becomes 
a ‘for-hire’ 
passenger 
service and 
requires appropriate 
licensing and insurance. 
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Call today and receive

ONE FREE MONTH OF SERVICE
1-800-856-0599

Offer available at locally participating programs and valid for new activations of HomeSafe
and HomeSafe with AutoAlert services only. Not to be combined with any other offer.
Additional charges may apply for out of area installations. Discounts not available on GoSafe. www.lifeline.ca

XX502 March 31, 2018

It’s never too early to protect yourself or a loved one

Quote this code:  Coupon valid until:

Studies have shown improved
physical and mental health for
seniors as the result of owning 
a pet.

Physical Benefits of
Seniors Owning a Pet
Dog owners tend to be more
active because they must ensure
the pets get regular exercise.  

Regular exercise often translates
into lower cholesterol, lower sugar
levels, lower blood pressure,
reduced stress and sometimes
less need for certain medications.

Mental and Emotional Benefits of Owning a Pet for Seniors
Perhaps the more important benefits are the ones you can’t see at first. Seniors who own pets are
less likely to suffer from depression. Studies have shown that owning animal can reduce anxiety.  
A pet provides a sense of stability and routine. It needs food, water and exercise every day. Having
someone depend on you, even a four-legged friend, provides seniors with a sense of purpose.

*AutoAlert does not detect 100% of falls. If able, you should always press your button.

The Value of Pets for Seniors

To find out more, call Lifeline Saskatchewan
in partnership with Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism 

at 1-800-856-0599 or visit www.lifeline.ca.
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CALL TODAY TO BOOK YOUR
PERSONAL TOUR: 306-585-7100

Retirement
THE WAY YOU LIKE IT

Wintergreene Estates is Regina's premier
retirement community, with lifestyle choices

provided in a warm, comfortable
and safe environment. 

LIFESTYLE CHOICES: 
• The Residences offer Independence

• The Suites offer Independence
 with Supportive Services

• The Households offer Personal Care
CALL TODAY TO BOOK YOUR

PERSONAL TOUR: 306-585-7100

THE WAY YOU LIKE IT
Wintergreene Estates is Regina's premier

retirement community, with lifestyle choices
provided in a warm, comfortable

and safe environment. 
LIFESTYLE CHOICES: 

• The Residences offer Independence
• The Suites offer Independence

 with Supportive Services
• The Households offer Personal Care

4950 PASQUA STREET, REGINA, SK, S4S 7L2     www.verveseniorliving.com

When people are living in long-
term care, that is their home 
and to maintain good health 
they need to have all aspects of 
their lives addressed, including 
spiritual wellbeing.  

Without government funding for 
this work, the burden to provide 
spiritual care falls to the faith 
communities who can no longer 
utilize volunteers to assist with 
this work, and to hospital and 
long-term care staff who may 
have no training or be uncom-
fortable doing this.  Spiritual care 
should be an integral part of the 
health care system, not some-
thing that may or may not 
happen.    

If you are concerned about this 
issue, you may wish to contact 
your MLA.     

continued from page 8 - Provincial Budget Cut

 
Do you have questions about … 

Your Prescriptions, Over-the-Counter Medications or  
Herbal Remedies? 

Licensed Pharmacists at medSask can provide you with 
accurate, up-to-date, personalized medication information. 

Lines are open 365 days per year. Calls are free-of-charge. 

 
medsask.usask.ca 

Call: 1-800-665-3784          Email med.sask@usask.ca 
 

Promoting Optimal Medication Use in Saskatchewn for over 40 Years 

Dead-Air Calls
Dead-Air Calls occur when the 
consumer answers the phone after 
it rings but no one is there. This 
may mean you are receiving calls 
from an automatic dialer that logs 
the time the phone is answered. 

Telemarketers use this information 
to indicate when a person will be at 
that number to answer the phone, 
and will try calling again at the 
same time in the hope that 
someone will answer.

PROTECT YOURSELF

What You Can Do About Dead-Air Calls:
• With call display, the consumer can choose not to answer the phone if it looks like a number he/she does not 

recognize.
• Without call display, if the consumer answers the phone and it appears to be a dead-air call, hang up!
• Report Dead-Air Calls to the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre. 1-888-495-8501
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       Century Club Corner

School Day Memories
Bob Mason
 People may forget a lot of things in their 
lifetimes, but they’ll always remember their school 
days!
 A small part of the schooling we took there 
is still with us, but it is the ‘active’ parts of those 
days that we remember most – the names of our 
schoolmates and teachers and their personalities 
– even the names of some of the old school 
ponies come to mind now and then.
 Those were some of our fi rst memories (I 
think) and because we do recall those times with a 
kind of fondness, maybe that is why old-timers are 
apt to call them ‘the good old days’. Or were they 
‘good old days’?
 Looking back now I’m not sure that things 
were really that nice. We did our homework by 
coal-oil lamp light. Sometimes at school during 
the wintertime we darn near froze. In the summer, 
we often went barefooted and we wouldn’t want to 
see our children doing that now! But life went on, 
and the odd thing did happen! For example – one 
summer day in the 1930s I was walking to our old 
school, ‘Saginaw’ #1815 (west of Border), on a 
trail through the hills, when a large garter snake, 
slithering along through the grass, caught my eye.
 Being in my bare feet, I stepped on it so it 
couldn’t go down the little hole it was heading for 
and, picking it up, stuffed it in the pocket of my bib 
overalls and held the pocket so that it couldn’t get 
out!
 The school bell was ringing when I got to 
the schoolyard, and I didn’t have time to show my 
catch to anyone, so I lifted the top of my school 
desk a bit and transferred the snake into it!
 I’m not up on the way that snakes think, 
but that guy was sure looking for a way out, and 
the fi rst thing I knew his head and part of his neck 
came wiggling out of the inkwell hole.
 It took a few seconds to stuff him back in 
and cover the hole with a book – I thought all was 
under control!
 In those days, the fi rst thing we did at 
school was recite the Lord’s Prayer (maybe they 

still do!) and while we were doing it, I held one 
hand on the desk top lest the darn thing try and 
squeeze out!
 I got a scribbler out and started marking 
things down and the darn fool snake seemed quite 
content to just curl around some of the books and 
my pencil box. 
 I guess I must have forgotten him for a 
while, because all of a sudden I could feel the 
desk-top move and glanced down – too late! The 
snake must have seen a crack of light at the edge 
of the desk-top, squeezed and wedged its way 
through it and was hanging down almost to the 
fl oor!
 There was nothing to be done without 
causing a commotion—so yours truly never made 
a move!
 The teacher, very young and very pret-
ty, was writing some lessons on the blackboard 
and happened to turn around to consult the open 
textbook on her desk when she suddenly saw the 
snake slithering along the school fl oor.
 I still think that reptile must have had a very 
low I.Q., because the open door (it was summer 
time!) and freedom were to its rear, yet it insisted 
on slithering toward the blackboard and the young 
teacher!
 She gave a wild scream as she jumped up 
to sit on her desk. It was clear there was only one 
thing to do! Ever-so-brave young Bobby Mason 
arose from his desk, picked up the dumb snake 
and carried it outside!
 Years later I happened to visit the home of 
the pretty, young teacher (now a Grandmother!) 
and as she recalled those days, she remarked that 
the nonchalant way I had picked up the oh-so-
slithery snake (and saved her life) was one of her 
fi nest memories!
 I didn’t have the heart to tell her that I was 
also the brave young boy who had taken the 
snake in!
 Note: If I had told her about that, maybe I’d 
be writing this with my other unbroken arm, eh?
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Saskatchewan Century Club
The Century Club is

• A province wide association of Seniors who 
have reached the age of 90 years and beyond 

• And are determined to live in as full and 
active a style as possible to the age of 100 
and beyond

• Pursuing physical activity, mental agility, 
social and spiritual creativity

• There is no membership fee

You may join the Century Club by calling:

Toll free 1-888-823-2211
     or 359-9956 (Regina)

or send a note to:
    Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism 
    112-2001 Cornwall Street,  
                     Regina, SK S4P 3X9. 

If you live in Saskatoon, please call Saskatoon 
Council on Aging (306-652-2255) to register. 

Century Club Corner

Louis and Amanda Siggelkow
 
The kids went to school at Stony Run School.  Down the hill was a river which was cleared of snow 
and ice and skated on at lunch time.  Before noon the top of the Carberry Heater would be covered 
with ½ gallon and gallon Rogers’ Syrup pails containing soup or cocoa.  At lunch time they would be 
hot and steaming.

Regina & Moose Jaw Century Clubs had ‘Back to School’ as 
the theme at their August get-to-gathers.  Singing, looking at 
pictures and reminiscing created a perfect aft ernoon.
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SASKATCHEWAN SENIORS ASSOCIATION INC. 
NEWSLETTER

Please send all your news and comments about the SSAI newsletter to:
Mike Kaminski, 136 – 2nd Ave. W., Invermay, SK S0A 1M0

Email:  aelkam@sasktel.net

Hello . . 
Saskatchewan 
Seniors

   UNDERSTANDING BRAIN DISEASES
 

 We are all familiar with names of diseases 
of the brain such as Dementia, Alzheimer’s, and 
the problems caused by a stroke affecting the 
brain. Too often these diseases render the person 
paralyzed, either partially or totally.  
 What is left of quality of life for the patient 
or the caregiver? These diseases can make lives 
that once were normal now totally changed.  
 How do people handle these traumatic 
changes in their lives? Thank goodness there is 
ongoing research that some day may help us to 
avoid such things as strokes, and we may learn 
the causes of Dementia and Alzheimer’s.  
 A subject of brain ‘trauma’ that I under-
stand more clearly now that I am in the older 
generation, falls under the category of ‘stress’ or 
‘loneliness’.   When a person has lived very many 
years with the same partner, shared their lives in 
every way, shared family, family secrets and 
family gatherings, and then one of them passes 
away, what happens to the survivor?
 The surviving spouse now has no one 
to share intimacy with, no one to share special 
secrets; but most of all they have no one to whom 
they are absolutely ‘special’ anymore.....and they 
have nobody who is special to them anymore. I 
am absolutely convinced that a very large number 
of seniors who are diagnosed with some early 
signs of some of the most ‘popular’ brain diseas-
es of the day, are indeed suffering from another 
kind of traumatic problem called ‘loneliness’.  

  Pat Trask, SSAI President

BRAIN INJURY PROTECTION
 Hope you had a great summer. I enjoyed it 
but it was too short. It is nice to take a break but 
now we must get back to a routine.   
 Our topic this time is about our brain.  It is 
a very important part of us for it tells the rest of 
our body what it should do.  We need to look after 
and protect our brain.  Everyone should wear a 
helmet when they are skateboarding; snowboard-
ing; on motor bikes; playing ball; hockey; snow-
mobiling; or any other activities that can lead to 
head injuries. I think  sports like hockey; boxing; 
fi ghting; need to have rules to ensure protection 
of  the head.  
 We need to keep our brain active.  We 
can do that by doing puzzles; crosswords; read-
ing; coloring; word fi nd; playing checkers; chess; 
cards. 
 It is amazing the technology they have to 
help people with brain injuries.  Hopefully we all 
take as much care as we can to protect our brain.  
Keep Healthy. 

Lorna Weldon
SSAI 1st VP

BRAIN DISEASES
 Spring cleaning is over and summer is 
moving along quickly.  We are enjoying the warm 
weather and have forgotten spring tasks.  As 
parents who have done some house cleaning, 
or just putting things away, how many of us have 
taken an item considered to be quite important 
and put it away in a safe place, a place that we 
would be sure to remember.  Then, within a few 
days, we can’t seem to remember where that 
special, safe place was.  Weeks or months later 
we accidentally discover where we had stored 
that item.  In many cases, our children have done 
exactly the same thing.  The difference between 
the two generations, is that the young ones “don’t 
sweat the small stuff!”
 However, as we age, it seems that society 
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feels that it is only the older people who have this 
type of experience.  Is this a form of ageism, or is 
it an accurate analysis of the characteristics of the 
brain and behavior in elderly people as they age?  
There are hundreds of different brain conditions 
that can affect humans. Some are more common 
than others and tend to affect older people more 
frequently than younger adults or children. 
 Forgetting your name, losing all sense 
of social decorum and not being able to iden-
tify friends and family members are symptoms 
that nobody wants to face in life, irrespective of 
their age.   While there are age-related changes 
throughout the body, including the brain, this does 
not mean that every senior citizen will ultimately 
fall victim to mental health conditions.  It is some-
what typical to consider seniors as being forgetful, 
making errors in judgment and even being con-
fused at times. However, this is not necessarily 
the norm. The environment you grew up in and life 
experiences you have endured have a signifi cant 
impact on the brain.  Each item has left an imprint 
on the brain.  These mental moulds become fac-
tors that your body . .  the brain  . .  addresses as 
you age.  While there is some decline in mental 
health with advancing age, there is no reason that 
the elderly should be seen as mentally inept.
 To this end, our society does tend to take 
advantage of seniors in a few ways that leave a 
lot to be desired.  The courtesy of providing the 
means by which bills, accounts, etc. can be paid 
in advance to reduce the work, the stress of hav-
ing to remember paying bills on time is sometimes 
used for a totally different reason.  How often 
have older individuals been debited for services 
they no longer take? How many times have for-
getful seniors been solicited for a donation several 
times over during the same year?  Seniors in this 
position are viewed by their children as suffering 
some degree of dementia.
 A better understanding of neurological 
diseases and genetics these days raises ques-
tions such as “what mental problems will I suffer 
with when I get older?” and “will I develop the 
same mental health problems as my parents?”.  
How do seniors address the stress and frustra-
tions that accompany these conditions?  Good 

organizational habits for seniors help to eliminate 
the situations whereby others are in position to 
take advantage of weak life skills that create 
circumstances whereby not remembering be-
comes a weakness that can result in becoming a 
victim to fraud. 
 Understanding some of the common 
ailments, the symptoms that arise and the options 
for treatment will allow you to identify a problem at 
the earliest possible stage and seek medical 
assistance.  Good educational awareness by 
family, health care providers and seniors’ organ-
izations are becoming very important factors for 
all seniors who wish to maintain a quality of life in 
their sunset years.
 Seniors can have improved cognition and 
reduced risk for developing dementia if they have 
fi t brains.   This has been proven through various 
neuroscience research studies. Keeping your 
brain sharp and helping your seniors keep their 
minds active will make aging successful.
 “Brain fi tness refers to a general state of 
healthy, optimized brain function, or a more 
specifi c brain-based ability to process certain, 
specifi c information, enable certain motor actions, 
or support certain cognitive abilities” states Alvaro 
Pascual-Leone, Director of the Berenson-Allen 
Center for Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation at 
Harvard Medical School.

Mike Kaminski
SSAI 2nd VP 

Celebrate Seniors – Internationally!!
 

United Nations Principles for Older Persons

Adopted by General Assembly resolution 46/91 

of 16 December 1991

The General Assembly,

Appreciating the contribution that older persons 
make to their societies;

Recognizing that, in the Charter of the United 
Nations, the peoples of the United Nations 
declare, inter alia, their determination to reaffi rm 
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faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity 
and worth of the human person, in the equal rights 
of men and women and of nations large and small 
and to promote social progress and better stand-
ards of life in larger freedom;

Noting the elaboration of those rights in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights and other declarations to 
ensure the application of universal standards to 
particular groups, 

In pursuance of the International Plan of Action on 
Ageing, adopted by the World Assembly on 
Ageing and endorsed by the General Assembly in 
its resolution 37/51 of 3 December 1982; 

Appreciating the tremendous diversity in the 
situation of older persons, not only between coun-
tries but within countries and between individuals, 
which requires a variety of policy responses,  

Aware that in all countries, individuals are reaching 
an advanced age in greater numbers and in better 
health than ever before,

Aware of the scientifi c research disproving many 
stereotypes about inevitable and irreversible 
declines with age, 

Convinced that in a world characterized by an 
increasing number and proportion of older 
persons, opportunities must be provided for willing 
and capable older persons to participate in and 
contribute to the ongoing activities of society, 

Mindful that the strains on family life in both devel-
oped and developing countries require support for 
those providing care to frail older persons, 

Bearing in mind the standards already set by the 
International Plan of Action on Ageing and the 
conventions, recommendations and resolutions of 
the International Labour Organization, the World 
Health Organization and other United Nations 
entities:  

Encourages Governments to incorporate the 
following principles into their national programmes 
whenever possible:

Independence
1. Older persons should have access to adequate 

food, water, shelter, clothing and health care 
through the provision of income, family and 
community support and self-help.

2. Older persons should have the opportunity to 
work or to have access to other income-
generating opportunities.

3. Older persons should be able to participate in 
determining when and at what pace withdrawal 
from the labour force takes place.

4. Older persons should have access to appropri-
ate educational and training programmes.

5. Older persons should be able to live in environ-
ments that are safe and adaptable to personal 
preferences and changing capacities.

6. Older persons should be able to reside at 
home for as long as possible.

Participation
7. Older persons should remain integrated in 

society, participate actively in the formulation 
and implementation of policies that directly 
affect their wellbeing and share their knowl-
edge and skills with younger generations.

8. Older persons should be able to seek and 
develop opportunities for service to the com-
munity and to serve as volunteers in positions 
appropriate to their interests and capabilities.

9. Older persons should be able to form move-
ments or associations of older persons.

Care
10. Older persons should benefi t from family and 

community care and protection in accordance 
with each society’s system of cultural values.

11. Older persons should have access to health 
care to help them to maintain or regain the 
optimum level of physical, mental and 
emotional wellbeing and to prevent or delay the 
onset of illness.

12. Older persons should have access to social 
and legal services to enhance their autonomy, 
protection and care.

13. Older persons should be able to utilize 
appropriate levels of institutional care providing 
protection, rehabilitation and social and mental 
stimulation in a humane and secure environ-
ment.
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14. Older persons should be able to enjoy human 
rights and fundamental freedoms when resid-
ing in any shelter, care or treatment facility, 
including full respect for their dignity, beliefs, 
needs and privacy and for the right to make 
decisions about their care and the quality of 
their lives.

Self-fulfi lment
15. Older persons should be able to pursue 

opportunities for the full development of their 
potential.

16. Older persons should have access to the  
educational, cultural, spiritual and recreational 
resources of society.

Dignity
17. Older persons should be able to live in dignity 

and security and be free of exploitation and 
physical or mental abuse.

18. Older persons should be treated fairly regard-
less of age, gender, racial or ethnic back-
ground, disability or other status, and be valued 
independently of their economic contribution.

             
IDOP Steering Committee Members.
Herb John, President,National Pensioners Federation ( NPF) 
Sayward Montague,Director Advocacy, National Association of Federal 
Retirees (NAFR) 
JoAnn Lauber, Past President, Canadian Association of Retired Teachers 
(ACER\CART) 
Lucienne Bahuaud,Treasurer, Congress of Union Retirees of Canada 
(CURC)
Pat Kerwin, Past President, Congress of Union Retirees of Canada (CURC)

Tough Love: 
Health Care for Seniors in Canada

Preface  

As seniors, we have a vested interest in ensuring 
our publicly-funded national heath care system, 
Medicare1,  is fair, high quality, and accessible to 
all those who need it regardless of ability to pay.  

The National Pensioners Federation urge the 
federal, provincial and territorial governments to:
1. Build a new collaborative relationship and work 

together to improve our faltering health care 
system;

2. Prepare and sign a new pan-Canadian Health 

1_Medicare is also the name of a US federal health care program for 

seniors over age 65 and some people with disabilities

Accord that has a clear vision, goals, 
nation-wide standards, measures, and time-
lines for improving the Canadian Health Care 
system so as to bring it up to par with that of 
most other developed countries with national 
health care systems; 

3. Establish a new independent national agency 
to monitor and enforce compliance with the 
new Health Accord;

4. Establish accountability measures for reporting 
to Canadians on plans for change to the health 
care system;

5. Develop and implement a national seniors 
health care strategy;

6. Establish and enforce new ethical standards for 
the treatment of seniors in hospitals and care 
homes;

7. Work to remove regional disparities in access 
to medically necessary care for seniors;

8. Eliminate regional disparities in access to 
hearing aids, vision care and physical therapy 
for seniors;

9. Develop a campaign to ensure the human 
rights of seniors are respected;

10. Appoint a Minister for Seniors;
11. Appoint a federal Ombudsperson for seniors; 
12. Expand the coverage of Medicare to include a 

national drug/pharmacare program;
13. Expand the coverage of medicare to include a 

national dental care program;
14. Establish a national agency to control and 

monitor the privatization of assisted living 
residences and nursing homes;

15. Develop, implement and monitor national 
standards for home care for seniors. 

Kathleen Jamieson 
Chair – NPF Health Committee

  
Senior Communications
If you have any questions or concerns regarding sen-
iors, please forward them to me or our secretary by mail, 
email or phone.   Pat Trask, SSAI President, 
1504 – 2503 Louise Street, Saskatoon, SK S7J 3Z6
Phone: 306-373-2010, Email: pattrask@sasktel.net
Website: saskseniors.com

Shannon Wright. SSAI Treasurer, Secretary and Webmaster
Box 455, Vanscoy, SK S0L 3J0 Phone: 306-493-3023
Email: mailto:info@saskseniors.com
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65+  
For people 24%  

more effective

For peopleo p
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FLUZONE® High-Dose improves your immune response to influenza 
(also known as the flu) and has demonstrated better protection of 
adults over 65 against the flu than our standard dose flu vaccine.

In fact, FLUZONE® High-Dose vaccine is significantly more  
effective than our standard dose vaccine in preventing the flu –  
24.2% more effective.

As you get older, your immune response to influenza vaccines decreases. 

FLUZONE® High-Dose is a vaccine used to prevent influenza in adults 65 years of age and older. Influenza (or flu) is an 
infection caused by the influenza virus. Annual vaccination using the current vaccine is recommended for prevention 
against influenza as immunity declines in the year following vaccination. Persons with a history of severe allergic 
reaction to eggs or egg products or any component of FLUZONE® High-Dose should not receive the vaccine. FLUZONE® 
High-Dose will only protect against the strains of influenza virus contained in the vaccine or those that are closely 
related. FLUZONE® High-Dose will not protect against any other strains of influenza virus. FLUZONE® High-Dose is 
not indicated for the prevention of hospitalization or death after the onset of disease. As with all vaccines, FLUZONE® High-Dose does not protect 100% of people immunized. 
Allergic reactions can occur. The most common side effects are pain at the injection site and muscle ache. Contact your healthcare provider to see if this vaccine is right for you.  
For more information, visit . 

For more information, visit FLUHD.CA
DIN: 02445646  Check with your insurance provider to see if you are covered. 

FLUZONE® is a trademark of Sanofi Pasteur.  Sanofi Pasteur 1755 Steeles Avenue West, Toronto, Ontario M2R 3T4
© 2017 Sanofi Pasteur Limited. All rights reserved.  372-012c E 09/17

there’s a flu vaccine specially designed for you.

If you remember when 
rock was young, 


